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Wright of way

1 LocaL pubs, anywhere:   
“i really love pubs. i 

remember one called swans 
Brewpub, in Victoria, B.c.  
it serves local beer, has a  
great menu and it’s also open late!  
i want to go to a pub where there’s a  
good chance that everyone and anyone 
will chat—even complete strangers— 
and talk drunken crap all night.” 

2 caribbean scuba diving: “i do love 
scuba diving, if only i could bypass 

the macho, rubber-wearing, hairy (yes, 
hairy) blokes all puffing their chests. But, 
it’s a small price to pay for a perfect dive 
in crystal-clear turquoise water—like in 
the turks and caicos.” 

3 arctic secLusion: “i’ve got a soft 
spot for greenland because that 

was the first time i went above the arctic 
circle. i love the isolation, the views, the 
people. they’re so resilient, so hard. they 
wear their hearts on their sleeves and 
they’ll tell you what’s what.”

4  guyana’s rainforest: “it’s those 
smells and that heat, and the rain that 

is warm; that patter, patter. even when 
it’s raining, it’s beautiful. and you just 
feel the whole thing moving and shifting. 
it’s like a beast. it’s one of the liveliest 
natural environments you can be in.”

5 ethiopia’s hot ’n’ spicy cuisine: 
“they have this carpet-underlay stuff 

[injera bread], and they chuck out four  
or five spicy dishes. You just rip [pieces 
off], and hoof them down. a good spicy 
dish is when you taste the flavours in 
it—there’s not only one bland burning 
[sensation]. You might as well just eat  
a chili if you want that.”

6 egyptian tea 
rooms: “i love the 

big tea rooms in cairo 
where all the fat geezers 
sit playing checkers or 
chess, drinking tea. it’s got 
such fun markets and smells.  
and that’s just the capital.”

7 the mountains of snowdonia, 
north waLes: “i love painting 

mountains. i love the atmosphere, the 
broodiness. when the clouds come in, 
the powerfulness of it. i love being  
in that sort of element.”

8 Libya’s desert: “libya was one of 
the most amazing deserts i’ve been 

in. there’s just something about it— 
so calming, sleeping on top of the  
sand dunes.”

9 engLish campfires: “i like open 
fires—they’re always nice. the smell 

of wood smoke is the best smell on earth. 
i love it.”

10 kathmandu, nepaL: “Just the 
word kathmandu is beautiful—

some words, from some parts of the world, 
just are. and it’s something absurd, like 
400 temples in one square mile in the 
centre. i love that place.” 

—compiled by kara bertrand

From the isolation oF the arctic to tea rooms in cairo, a look back at 
ian’s Favourite things. and no, raindrops on roses don’t make the list
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